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Subject : 

Old Monkland, Coatbridge 
Update 

Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to update Committee on progress with the second Evaluation of 
bids received for Old Monkland and to recommend that the Council proceeds with a bid for New 
Housing Partnership funds for 1998/99. 

Background 

Reference is made to the Special Housing Committee of 14 January 1998 when authority was 
granted to seek revised proposals from the following 2 shortlisted consortia. 

0 Clyde Valley Housing Association with Kelvin Homes and Tilbury Douglas Homes 

0 Sanctuary Scotland with Wimpey Homes and Tarmac Construction. 

Revised proposals were sought to produce 350 houses for rent at the end of the development 
programme and allow for more demolition of the “Weir 5 point” blocks which are in the poorest 
condition and least desirable. 

Evaluation 

The short listed bids are currently being evaluated by the following 3 groups 

0 Council inter-departmental working group. 
0 

0 Scottish Homes 

Tenants Steering Group with their Independent Adviser, the Tenants Information Service 
(TIS). 



4. Conclusion 

‘ 4.1 I t  has not been possible for the evaluation groups to complete their assessment of the bids in 
advance of the deadline of the end of January 1998 for New Housing Partnership submissions. I t  
is therefore proposed to bid for funding for Old Monkland in general terms at this stage and to 
advise preferred bidder situation has not yet been reached. 

4.2 In  terms of the New Housing Partnership Guidance for 1998/99 and from discussion with the 
Scottish Office it will be acceptable to proceed with a short list of 2 bidders at this stage and to 
update the Scottish Office as soon as a preferred bidder situation has been reached, hopefully in 
advance of the award ofNew Housing Partnership funds at the end of March 1998. 

5. Recommendation 

5 . 1  Committee is asked to note the contents of this report. 

6. Background 

6.1 Background information available from the Housing Department. 

Gavin Whitefield 
Director of Housing 




